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As a dealer you need to use every trick in the book to beat the competition. The motor sales market
has suffered during recent economic times but tactics such as offering cars on finance can help you
to stay ahead of the crowd.

If you want to boost ROI and secure sales leading into the future then you do need to offer cars on
finance to your customers. This is a profitable way in which you can attract new customers to your
showroom and increase your online and offline sales.

Online Dealers

It is important for dealers to have an online presence these days. Many people now turn to the
Internet to find a number of essential products and services. This includes new vehicles and ways to
get cars on finance:

- Dealers cannot afford to ignore the benefits of the Internet for their business.

- With a web presence dealers will be able to advertise available vehicles to a much wider audience.

- Lots of people will use the Internet to search for available cars across the nation.

- Many are also willing to travel long distances for the right car and so with a web presence you
could be easily reaching out to customers both in and outside of your local area.

- Another good option is to use specialist motor finance dealer hubs. These hubs offer the
opportunity for you to advertise your available cars online alongside various additional products
such as PPI and car finance.

- This makes it much easier for potential customers to look for cars on finance in their local areas
and across the country.

- You do need to make it as easy and convenient as possible for your customers to benefit from the
services you provide.

- The Internet will make your stock available 24/7 for customers so even when your showroom is
closed you will be reaching out to attract potential sales.

Selling Cars on Finance

Dealers need to be aware of the way in which the market is moving. In tough economic times
consumers will be less likely to splash out on new cars. However cars are a fact of life and if you
can provide more affordable ways to get cars on finance then you can still attract new customers
and sustain ROI through the difficult periods.

Selling cars on finance offers opportunities for those customers who are unable or unwilling to afford
to pay upfront. They will be able to spread their costs with cars on finance and this makes buying a
new car so much more accessible and affordable. You cannot afford to ignore the benefits of
offering car loans to your customers if you want to stay ahead of your competitors.
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Andrew Watkins - About Author:
Selling a cars on finance is a solid dealer tactic that can help you to boost ROI and generate new
sales leads.  With car loans you will be able to reach out to a larger customer base and attract more
business to your salesroom.
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